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Abstract
Flow is a new citation management product released by ProQuest in
2013, bridging the robust features in RefWorks with other popular
characteristics from its competitors like Mendeley or Zotero. Additional features such as document annotations and revised folder sharing are great additions. However, Flow still lacks a full mobile-friendly interface and complete ADA-accessible navigation. Overall, Flow
is a huge step forward in design and usability for those already familiar with RefWorks and who need a very robust citation management
tool.

Pricing
A variety of pricing structures exist based on individual and institution use. Flow offers free access to students, faculty, and staff at
academic institutions. Academic users must create the account using
their .edu e-mail addresses for verification of academic status. Flow is
also developing an individual subscription plan for $9/month. Institutions and companies require a paid subscription for access. Academic
institutions have the option to upgrade to a paid subscription model
to increase storage capacity for users, to have ProQuest technical support, and to gather usage analytics. Pricing is institution-wide and includes free alumni access as long as the institution continues to have a
current subscription to Flow. For current RefWorks subscribers, adding access to Flow is roughly a 25% increase. This option allows institutional users to access both RefWorks and Flow products. Flow
is also available for corporations, hospitals, and government institutions. Corporate pricing is based on the number of users accessing
Flow, and is arranged in tiers. Hospital pricing is based on number of
beds and average occupancy. Government pricing is a GSA schedule,
based on users. To receive a price quote for your institution, please
contact <RS-RSsales@refworks-cos.com>.

Product Description
Launched in mid-2013, Flow is a new citation management tool, incorporating many of the familiar features of similar products. Flow
supports citation capture, document management and annotation, and
in-manuscript citation integration.
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the Save to Flow button, similar to RefGrab-It in RefWorks. Finally,
users can also drag-and-drop or upload files into Flow, allowing the
product to gather the metadata associated with the file. Manual entry
of citation information is also an option. For existing citation management tool users, Flow allows for easy importation of collections
from RefWorks, Mendeley, and Endnote. Additional support and instructions are available for importing collections from Zotero, Papers,
and ReadCube. Flow uses the RIS standardized tagged format for citations, allowing for flexibility with other RIS systems.
Save to Flow offers some additional benefits beyond simple citation
storage. Similar to RefGrab-It, Save to Flow allows users to save results based on a search result list. Advancing this practice one step
further, Save to Flow also allows users to save full-text articles found
in select databases directly through the Save to Flow button. For a listing of databases that work with Save to Flow in this manner, please
visit the list of Supported Sites at <https://flow.proquest.com/about/
supportedsites/>.
Document Management
Flow offers both storage capacity and document annotation functionality as part of its built-in document management (see Figure 1). The
free academic account automatically comes with 2GB storage capacity, much more than the free 100MB storage in RefWorks and matching Mendeley’s 2GB free storage. Paid accounts upgrade to 10GB.
For users looking to work offline, Flow can connect to a DropBox
account for local downloads of PDF files. For files stored in Flow,
users can read, highlight, and enter comments on documents within
the browser. This feature is also present in other citation management
tools like Mendeley and Endnote.
Flow accepts PDF, Word, Excel, and PowerPoint as file formats for
full-text materials. All of these formats will also open in a full document preview screen with minor formatting changes.
If citations in Flow do not have an attached document, a link to the
subscribing library’s link resolver will appear in the citation overview
window in the right of the screen. If authenticated in their institution’s
network, Flow users are able to use the link resolver to find and attach
full text articles to the citations in their accounts.
Sharing & Collaboration

Citation Capture
Flow offers automated and manual options to aggregate citation information. Flow utilizes the same Export to RefWorks button already
present in most article databases; users need to sign into Flow first
for the Export to RefWorks button to deposit citations directly into
Flow. As a second option, users can import citation information using

For those completing team projects, Flow supports document sharing
and true collaboration. For free account holders, citation folders can
be shared with up to 10 individuals. For individual subscribers, citation folders can be shared with up to 25 individuals. For institutional
subscribers, citation folders can be shared to an unlimited number
of individuals or shared as a public institutional folder. For folders
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FIGURE 1 Flow Document
Annotation Feature

shared to an institution, users can also
browse and self-select folders to join
and follow. When sharing folders, users can select from three options: Can
Read, Can Annotate, and Can Modify.
Private folder sharing occurs by adding the user’s e-mail address, similar
to the method of adding a person to a
Google Doc.
Citations Styles &
Bibliographies
ProQuest Flow supports over 3,000
citation styles, again drawing from
the existing structure and information available in RefWorks. Instead
of downloading Microsoft Word or RTF files, citations exported as a
bibliography open in a new tab, allowing the user to copy and paste
the bibliography into any system. ProQuest Flow also provides the
Write-n-Cite functionality renamed as ProQuest for Word. In Microsoft Word, you have the flexibility to rotate between RefWorks and
ProQuest Flow collections using the same installation, for those with
the most current installation of Write-n-Cite or ProQuest Flow.
Analytics
Institutional subscribers will have access to analytics through the administrative account. Analytics in Flow cover five main areas:
Publications Added
Publications Cited
Publications Read
Publications Viewed
Library Views
Each report has dropdown options to filter timeframe, roles, disciplines, and departments. For timeframe, you can filter results to all
time, past year, past 90 days, and past 30 days. Roles, disciplines, and
departments are identified by the user when they create their account;
they do not conform to a set list of categories. All reports can be downloaded into Excel spreadsheets.

Critical Evaluation
Given the plethora of citation management tools currently available, part of
evaluating them critically stems from
comparing and contrasting features
and functionality of ProQuest Flow
against its free and paid competitors.
Ultimately, this critical evaluation can
only highlight the current state of these

FIGURE 2 Example of Flow’s
Architecture

technologies; for guidance on adoption or use of any citation tool for
you or your institution, Marino (2012) provides a good overview of
eight key items to consider examining in relation to your specific environment and user needs. The following critical evaluation sections
will address at least some of Marino’s key items.
Accessibility
Given that this is a Web-based product, the screen reading software
VoiceOver for Mac and NVDA for PC evaluated the accessibility
and structured tagging of Flow’s architecture. In VoiceOver, Flow responded well to keyboard commands and could clearly identify and
navigate between header items, indicate if items were interactive/hyperlinked, and could navigate the left-hand column of folders well.
Navigation into citation lists did identify checkboxes for actions (see
Figure 2). Within individual full text items, VoiceOver provided clear
instructions and fuller descriptions of navigation items, such as “Return to Library” instead of just saying “Library” as the button visually appears on the screen. VoiceOver was not able to identify article
text and just provided the image name file for that page. NVDA for
PC computers had different results. In general, the tabbing structure
on the Flow homepage was good, but NVDA described the e-mail address and password login sections as “edit” or “edit protected blank,”
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depending on the browser used, the actual password entry process
only said “star” for each character entered. Without better field names
or field entry responses, visually impaired users will find it difficult to
understand what information the system needs or has received from
the user. NVDA was able to read the top-level folder navigation in
the left column, read titles from the center list, and read basic citation
information in the article preview screen on the right. However, navigating between the left folder column, the center citation column, and
the right article information column was not possible using the tabbing or command features.
Subfolders were not structured as lower level headings, which may
cause some confusion when reading through the page. When reviewing an individual PDF, NVDA could read the article itself. Therefore,
while some aspects of Flow are accessible, the login and central architecture are not well-structured making this difficult for users who
navigate the Web via screen readers.
Analytics
Because Flow operates separately from RefWorks but an institution
would purchase both, more comparable analytics would be useful.
RefWorks analytics includes:
Quarterly Data Statistics
User Type Summary
Focus Area Summary
References Created per Month
Accounts Created per Month
All User Accounts by User Type
All User Accounts by Focus Area
RefWorks has a set list of roles and departments for clearer organization of information, while Flow’s free-text entry of roles and departments creates lots of duplicate entries and complicates comparisons
between groups. Flow also only allows the download of individual analytic reports, not an aggregate report of all information into a
multi-page spreadsheet like RefWorks.
Browsers & In-Text Citation Functionality
Flow supports Internet Explorer 8-10, Safari, Firefox, and Chrome.
Drag-and-drop functionality and visual quality are noted as not being fully supported in Internet Explorer 8. For PCs, Flow for Word
is available for operating systems starting with XP through Windows
8 and is compatible with Microsoft Word 2007 and later. For Macs,
Flow for Word is available for operating systems iOS 10.5-10.7 and is
compatible with Microsoft Word 2008 and 2011. Flow for Word will
overwrite a previous installation of Write-n-Cite for RefWorks users.
As Microsoft Word moves to the Office 365 format with cloud-based
document creation and editing, questions remain about how Flow
or any of the citation tools will integrate. In comparison, EasyBib,
NoodleTools, and Google Drive’s Research Tool are a few examples
of tools supporting automated citation generation in the cloud environment, Google Drive.
Document Management
Files sent to DropBox do not maintain highlights or annotations. Files
shared to DropBox only include items in your account, not items in a
Shared folder provided by another collaborator. Files annotated within Flow will not print or download the marked up version of the file.
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No other export of these annotations is currently available. However,
PDF files marked up with comments and highlights in Adobe Acrobat Professional will still include those markups when the file moves
into Flow.
Mobile Options
Flow does not have a dedicated mobile app. Furthermore, mobile environments are not found in the list of officially supported browsers
and operating systems in which Flow is designed to function. After
testing on an iPad and an Android smartphone, we found that Flow
is usable in a mobile environment though it does have a few drawbacks.
On iPads, users can log in and use Flow from the Chrome or Safari
Web browser apps, but the screen didn’t automatically resize to fit
the iPad view. Scrolling left and right was needed to view the entire
page. All the sort, filter, search, edit, and create bibliography features
seemed to work as they do on a desktop computer. Saved documents
(in PDF version) can be read in the mobile browser window. While
the drag-and-drop functionality of moving individual citations into
folders worked perfectly, the drag-and-drop feature does not allow
scrolling through a list of folders or articles longer than the current
screen view. Therefore, the iPad tablet access to Flow is feasible, but
not equal to use on a computer.
On the Android-based MotoX smartphone and Chrome browser, users can open Flow but the screen did not automatically resize to fit the
device screen. While users can manually resize the screen, activation
of the login button returned the screen to “normal” size again creating
difficulty in logging in and viewing citations. While feasible, the detailed interface of Flow with folders, citations, and citation information makes smartphone utilization difficult on smaller screens.
For those wanting flexibility for using a citation management tool
with a mobile interface, then other options like Mendeley or Zotero
may be better suited than Flow.
Sharing & Collaboration
Unlike RefWorks, sharing in Flow is multidirectional. Collaborators
can submit new citations and items to a shared folder, in addition to
reviewing existing materials in the folder, similar to Mendeley and
Zotero. Both collaborators can comment and highlight all materials
in the folder. When a collaborator leaves a shared folder, the references added by that user are also removed. However, for documents
you own, comments and highlights added by a former collaborator
will remain in the primary account holder’s version of the document.
As a trade-off to better multidirectional collaboration, Flow requires
the other collaborators to have an account before they can access the

Contact Information
For more information about Flow, please contact:
Dana Meyer
RefWorks Corporate Office
7200 Wisconsin Avenue
Suite 601
Bethesda, MD 20814
Phone: (240) 444-5529
E-mail: <dana.meyer@proquest.com>
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Flow (ProQuest) Review Scores Composite: HHHH
The maximum number of stars in each category is 5.

Content:

HHHH

ProQuest’s Flow builds upon the strong foundation of RefWorks and enhances functionality with better sharing capabilities
and new, in-product document annotation. However, accessible navigation and mobile access are problematic components.

Searchability:

HH

Users can search content by article title, keywords, metadata, and annotation terms. However, searching only occurs across
the entire Flow Library without the option to limit to a specific folder or set of folders.

Price:

HHHHH

The free academic version makes Flow a viable option for campuses with a limited budget. The paid version of Flow provides additional features, such as user analytics, technical support, and increased file storage. For institutions with a current
RefWorks subscription, the fee for adding Flow is roughly a 25% price increase.

Contract Options/Features:

HHHHH

The terms are straightforward and contain the standard restrictions guarding intellectual property rights of the content and
software creators.

folder. RefWorks would at least allow the public sharing of a folder
with any individual via e-mail invitation, a stable URL, Facebook,
Twitter, or one of your other 290 possible social networking accounts.
Because sharing is tied to a Flow account, users will be limited to
sharing folders with other Flow users.

Authentication

Training & Support

Author’s References

There is a small library of training and support materials available in
the Support Center. Resources separate into Articles for official instructions and Recent Q&A for community generated topics. For subscription or institutional members, accounts include access to ProQuest e-mail and phone support. Webinars are also available.

Contract Provisions
General terms of use are posted on the Flow Website at: <https://flow.
proquest.com/about/terms/>. The terms are straightforward and contain the standard restrictions guarding intellectual property rights of
the content and software creators. Content added to Flow accounts
retain the intellectual property rights of its creator(s), ProQuest, and
other licensors. Added content can only be used for non-commercial
research or educational purposes. Copies of the content can be made
for personal use as long as every print copy of the article or work is
retrieved from an online database system in a way that counts as a use
in vendor’s statistics. Automated searches and data mining against the
content in Flow are not permitted.

Flow doesn’t require an off-campus connection to access an account.
However, by not establishing the off-campus connection, then the link
resolver will not be able to provide direct connection to the full-text
items hosted in the library databases.

Marino, W. (2012). Fore-cite: tactics for evaluating citation management tools. Reference Services Review, 40(2) 295-310. doi:
10.1108/00907321211228336
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